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Many Surprizes: to motivate curiosity

Sphere Surprize

Surprize in Time

Maximum Surprize

Surprize of Sorts

Tree Surprize

Gambling Surprize
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Sphere Surprize

// Volume of a sphere ?

double radius, volume;

radius = 1.0;  // a unit sphere

volume = (4 / 3) * 3.14159 * radius * radius * radius;

System.out.print (volume);
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volume = (4 / 3) * 3.14159 * radius * radius * radius;   

(4  /  3) = 1
(4.0 / 3.0) = 1.3333. . .

BIG Error
BUT no error message !

Be Aware !
Beware !
Java !
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Surprize in Time

// Does tell military time
   int hour, mins, milTime;
   milTime = 1234;
   milTime = 0432; //try it!

   hour = milTime / 100;
   mins = milTime % 100;

   System.out.print ("Time is ");
   System.out.print (mins);
   System.out.print (" minutes after ");
   System.out.print (hour);
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It converts 1234 into
"34 minutes after 12",

BUT

it converts 0432 into
 ”2 minutes after 82”

WHY?
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WHY
it converts 0432 into
 ”2 minutes after 82”

because

The leading zero in 0432
causes the number to be interpreted as
octal (base 8) in Java !

432 = in base 8
       = 4*8^2 + 3*8 + 2
       = 282 (in decimal, base ten)

Be Aware
Beware
Java!
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Maximum Surprize:
Given an algorithm, or code, computing the 
maximum max of a number num = 100 values
What is the number of times that max gets updated?

Input num
Input max

Repeat num times
   
   Input value

   If (max < value) then
       Set max = value
    -- Output max
   EndIf

EndRepeat

Output max

num = 100;
max = Math.random();

for (i = 0; i<num; i++) { 
   
   value = Math.random();

   if (max < value) {
       max = value;
    // output(max);
   }//EndIf

}//end for

System.out.println (max);
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Maximum Surprize: A graphic view

Input num
Input max

max < val

Set max
 to val 

 

Input 
 val 

 

Loop

num times

What is the number of times that max gets updated?

t f
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The answer is:
   4.2

Max gets updated 4.2 times out of 100

(approximately)

This can be verified in many ways:

1. A Simple simulation

2. Harmonic Series

3. Sterlings result

Try it !
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Maximum Surprize code and some typical runs
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A Bologna Surprize:
A solution to this Maximum Surprize

is that  the number of updates of max is:

     1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + … 1/n

which is related to the Harmonic Series.

A surprize is that in 1647

Pietro Mengoli of Bologna

proved this series diverges.

Another surprize is that I found

20 other proofs of the divergence of this series!
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Problems on Maximum Surprize

Find the number of updates for 1,000 random values,
then again for 10,000, 100,000, 1 million, 2 million.
(but guess first, and be surprised over and over).
Do a few runs of each to see the variation.

For the case of 100 random values find the average
number of updates (looping over thousands of times).

Create a histogram (for 100 random values) to show
the percent of the time that n updates occur.

Relate the number of updates to the Harmonic Series
   1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5. …
and write code to check this. Why the weird error?
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// First Swap Sort
   i = 0;
   while (i < size) {
   

      for (j = 0; j < last; j++) {
         if (a[j] < a[j+1]) {
         // swap adjacent items
            temp   = a[ j ];
            a[ j ] = a[j+1];
            a[j+1] = temp;

         }//end if swap
      }//end for j

      i++;
   }//end while i < size

Surprize of Sorts
Consider the Bubble Sort (or SwapSort)

It is often modifed as follows: 
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// Second Swap Sort
   done = false;      
   while ( ! done ) {  
      done = true;      
   
      for (j = 0; j < last; j++) {
         if (a[j] < a[j+1]) {
         // swap adjacent items
            temp   = a[ j ];
            a[ j ] = a[j+1];
            a[j+1] = temp;
            done = false;
         }//end if swap
      }//end for j
}//end while not done

Modified Sort
This version stops when the array is sorted
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// First Swap Sort
   i = 0;
   while (i < size) {
   

      for (j = 0; j < last; j++) {
         if (a[j] < a[j+1]) {
         // swap adjacent items
            temp   = a[ j ];
            a[ j ] = a[j+1];
            a[j+1] = temp;

         }//end if swap
      }//end for j

      i++;
   }//end while i < size

// Second Swap Sort
   done = false;      
   while ( ! done ) {  
      done = true;      
   
      for (j = 0; j < last; j++) {
         if (a[j] < a[j+1]) {
         // swap adjacent items
            temp   = a[ j ];
            a[ j ] = a[j+1];
            a[j+1] = temp;
            done = false;
         }//end if swap
      }//end for j

   }//end while not done

Guess at the percent speed increase, psi; 
by what percent is the second one faster that the first one?

Compare these sorts, side by side
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The answer is:
   - 4.5

The percent increase in speed is NEGATIVE

     and small and approximate,

     depending on the computer, language, etc

The second one is always slower than the first !

WHY ?
The extra code which was inserted to speed it up,
actually took more time to run, so
canceling out the benefit in speed.
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Problems on Sorts

NonLogical SwapSort
Modify the logical swapSort by replacing the boolean box done
with an integer box swapCount, which counts the number of
times that a swap occurred within a pass. Compare the time.
Output this swapCount after each pass to see how it varies.

YoYo Sort
Modify the second swapSort algorithm by alternating the
direction of the passes; for example first pass from 0 to m,
then pass from m down to 0, and keep alternating this
direction. Do you expect this sort to be much faster? Try it.

Shell Sort
Swapsort compares adjacent values; modify it to compare
values a distance n/2 apart, and then n/4 apart, etc. This sort
will be significantly faster.
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Tree Surprize

Given a number of elements (say 1000)
arranged as a binary search tree, or BST,
what is the average height of the tree
(if random elements are inserted).

For 1000 elements
the best tree height is 10.
the worst tree height is 1000;

What is your guess for the average?

The two BS tree examples show 15 elements;
(each left “child” is smaller than the parent, 
and each right one is larger than the parent).
The tree at the left has height 6.
The tree at the right has height 3.
The worst tree has a height of 15.
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The answer is:
The average height of a tree

of 1000 random values is:

   21

approximately

This can be verified with

a Simple simulation

Try it !
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Gambling Surprize

Suppose that you have 5 dollars to gamble
and that the house has twice as much, $10.

You play a dollar on each game, and your
probability of winning is 0.5 (coin toss).

You play until one of you wins all of it.
What is your probability of winning it all?
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The answer is:
     1/3

You have only a 1 in 3 chance of winning it all !
(even though you have a 1 in 2 chance to win each game).

This can be verified in many ways:

a simple simulation gives insight

Try it !

Gambling does not pay

(even if odds are in your favor!)
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Gamble Surprize code and some typical runs
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Problems on Gambling Surprize

What is the average length of game. (Answer is 50)

What is your average maximum amount of your win
(and why didn’t you stop then?)

If the game involved is dice craps
(with a probability of win of 0.493)
what is your chance to win it all.

What probability of winning a game is needed
for you to win 50 percent of the games?

What if you begin with only 3 dollars?
What if the house has 3 times your amount?
4 times, 5 times, n times. Generalize.
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More surprizes and nifty nonsense at:

http://www.csun.edu/~jmotil/


